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ABSTRACT

Intermediate view synthesis is a key technique for free-
viewpoint video applications. Various methods have been
proposed in this filed. However, most of those methods are so
complex that they can’t be realized for realtime. In addition,
a perfect depth image is hard to acquire for the mixtures of
foreground pixels and background pixels at the object bound-
ary. The errors in depth map would involve many holes in
intermediate views when it is synthesized between the left-
most view and right-most view based on depth map. How to
handle the artifacts around object boundaries in intermediate
view is another challenge. In this paper, we propose a simple
but effective method to enhance the synthesized intermediate
views based on edge detecting(SIVBE). Experiment results
on typical test sequences show that the quality of intermediate
view can be improved by 1.3 dB and the proposed algorithm
achieves a reduction of 50% computational complexity on
average.

Index Terms— View synthesis, edge detecting, boundary
artifact, depth map, 3D video

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapidly dropping cost of digital cameras and great
research progresses in the field of the multimedia, the next
generation visual communication services might be deployed,
such as 3D TV and free-viewpoint video [1]. Compared with
2D video, huge data quantities involved by multi-view video
makes 3D video occupies more network bandwidth and stor-
age. What’s more the processing complexity of 3D video is
much higher than that of 2D video.

Generally, the multi-view videos can be captured by sev-
eral cameras in synchronization. And there are two usages
about intermediate view synthesis. One is that we can get
the free viewpoint from the multi-view video, through syn-
thesis intermediate view. The other is multi-view video cod-
ing, as there is much redundancy among different views. Also
multi-view Video Coding (MVC) standard has been proposed
to improve the coding performance of multi-view by inter-
view prediction. Recently, MPEG begins to be devoted to
developing new framework of multi-view video coding. By

this framework, the multi-view video is down-sampled into
two/three views plus depth maps, and they are transmitted to
the decoder after coded. In decoder, multi-view video is syn-
thesized based on decoded two/three views and depth map by
intermediate view synthesis method. So the bitrate of multi-
view video and the number of views are decoupled. By this
way, large amounts of redundancy are reduced. Suppose only
the left-most view and the right-most view are available, how
to get the intermediate views between them? Recently, var-
ious methods have been proposed to address this problem,
such as 3D image warping, triangular mesh-based rendering,
relief texture mapping and inverse mapping [2]. Also SMART
[3], Boundary Filtering [4] and Image Dilation [5] were de-
veloped to enhance the intermediate view. Compared with
the previous work, we propose a simple but effective method
to enhance the synthesized intermediate views based on edge
detecting(SIVBE) in this paper. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the details of the pro-
posed view synthesis method SIVBE. A λ-decision method in
hole filling step would be introduced in Section 3. Section 4
provides the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. INTERMEDIATE VIEWPOINT VIEWS
SYNTHESIS

To improve the quality of synthesized intermediate view, this
paper proposes an edge-based rendering algorithm which
takes advantages of edge information in the image. And the
proposed method SIVBE can be used to alleviate artifacts in
the rendering image. Here, two views were used to synthesize
six intermediate viewpoint views. SIVBE uses the two dis-
parity images which are computed from depth image values
and camera parameters or computed by stereo matching algo-
rithms. Compared with other views synthesis algorithm such
as VSRS, SIVBE has lower computational complexity and
better subjective quality of intermediate views. Since SIVBE
is a forward mapping technique of the synthetic images, the
possible occluded holes are padded through the following
algorithm which would be introduced in Section 3.



2.1. Disparity Computing from Depth Map

As the depth data is provided in scaled and quantized form,
so the true value z need to be obtained first. A typical scaling
is to inverse depth scaling with the following equation [6]:

Fig. 1. Relationship of the two camera

z(u, v) =
1

d(u, v) · ((1/zmin)− (1/zmax)) + (1/zmax)
(1)

To synthesize the intermediate viewpoint views, the dis-
parity map must be gained first. In the most basic binocular
stereo geometry relationship, it consists of two identical cam-
eras, and their coordinate axes are parallel each other. In Fig.
1, the correspondence pixel at position p1 and p2 comes from
the projection of the same point P onto both left image and
right image. Suppose that the coordinate origin and center of
left lens are at the same position. With the triangle PMC1

and triangle p1LC1, we get:
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Similarly, with the triangle PNC2 and triangle p2RC2,
we get:
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Finally, the disparity (x′
1 − x′

2) is obtained using (1) and
(3), as shown in the (4):
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2.2. View Interpolation

The conventional warping intermediate viewpoint views have
many artifacts, which would damage the quality of render-
ing image. These artifacts are caused by the errors on depth
maps. For instance, pixels around the object boundary are a
mix of foreground pixels and background pixels which make
the boundary blur(see Fig. 2).

As is well-known our eyes are more sensitive to object
boundaries. In order to solve these artifacts, a z-weight sub-
pixel interpolation with edge information was proposed in

Fig. 2. (a) Blended pixels around object boundary (b) SIVBE

SIVBE based on [8], by distributing the contribution of each
interpolated pixel with floating-point coordinates to the two
nearest horizontal neighbors with integer coordinates. This
method guarantees that all pixels in the rendering image are
precise values and consequently alleviates the artifacts in the
rendering image.

Fig. 3. Round the floating-point.
The red points mean the pixels at an integer location, the yellow mean the
interpolated pixels with floating-point, the white mean the holes, and the tri-
angle points mean the edge pixels.

A Canny edge detector [7] is used in SIVBE to find the
edge information in the left-most view and the right-most
view. The blue points in Fig. 3, which is interpolated by
the edge pixels, are not propagated spread to the nearest two
neighbor integer points. Here, the floating-point is to directly
assign the pixel value to the nearest integer points. Then the
float points set P are divided into two sets: Edge set E (there
is a interpolated floating position |x− x0| 6 0.5 ) and Other
set O. So the synthesis equation could be

w(x0, y0) =

{
we(τ(x0), y0), if(x0, y0) ∈ E

wo(x0, y0), if(x0, y0) ∈ O
(5)

τ(x0) = Argmin
x∈P

|x− x0| (6)

Suppose the left-most view and the right-most view are
rectified, the pixel and its correspondence have the same ver-
tical coordinate. As shown in Fig. 3, to get their correspon-
dence with the disparity map, the right-most view pixels are
scanned line by line. The intermediate viewpoint view pixels



are synthesized from the correspondences in the left-most and
right-most views by (7)

wmiddle(x− αd, y) = (1− α)vl(x, y) + αvr(x− d, y) (7)

where α is the distance ratio between the right-most view
and left-most view and d is the disparity of pixel at the po-
sition (x, y). Obviously, α is a floating-point value, so the
position (x − αd, y) of interpolated view pixel is a floating-
point value. Using a round-off operation, the integer location
(x0, y0) by (8) is obtained.

wo(x0, y0) = Round(
1

C(x, x0)

∑
|x−x0|<1

γ(x, x0) ·w(x, y0))

(8)
C(x, x0) =

∑
|x−x0|<1

γ(x, x0) (9)

γ(x, x0) =
αdxl

+ (1− α)dxr + ε

|x− x0|+ c0
(10)

Here c0 and ε are constant to prevent overflowing, and
they are set to be 0.1, 1.1 respectively. The procedure is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. Since there are occlusions, this procedure
couldn’t guarantee that every pixel has its correspondence in
the other view. Thus, some holes may occur, and a method to
fill those holes is proposed in the following section.

3. HOLE FILLING BASED ON DEPTH EDGES

When we change the viewpoint, some areas are disappeared
and some are newly exposed. And the errors in depth map
would involve the wrong correspondence. So, hole area is
caused by the pixels that does not have their correspondence.
As shown in the Fig. 4, the point p in left view and point
p′1 in the right view are the projections of scene point P1 re-
spectively. Also the point p in left view and point p′2 in the
right view are the projections of scene point P2 respectively.
Since the scene point P2 is a foreground pixel and is prior to
the background pixel P1. So the left view pixel p is only the
projection of the point P2. In this case, the right view pixel
point p′1 has not its correspondence. If there are many pixels

Fig. 4. Occlusion problem.[2]

without their correspondences in a large area, the holes would
occur. Therefore occlusion is the key factor to cause holes.

In general, the depth values of pixel p1 and p2 are com-
pared to determine occlusion. If the depth value of pixel p1
is larger than pixel p2, the pixel p1 will be replaced by pixel
p2. However, some noise in depth may have the background
pixel overwrite the foreground pixel. To remove these visible
errors, a λ-decision method is proposed in SIVBE to classify
the left-occlusion and the right-occlusion.

As the Layer extraction [6], depth edges are located by
a Canny edge detector. Before the edge detection, the depth
map we used is filtered by a median filter. Those edge infor-
mation would be used in λ-decision.

λl =
∑

|x−xl|<δ

κ×med(dx), λr =
∑

|x−xr|<δ

1

κ
×med(dx)

(11)

κ =
er − xr + c0
xl − el + c0

(12)

Where xl and xr are the horizontal axis in origin view of the
first neighbor of left view and right view, which have valid
point correspondence in the other view. δ is the logarithm to
base 2 of the image width. el and er are the horizontal axis
in depth edges of the first neighbor of left hole region border
and right hole region border respectively.

Between the relationship depth and disparity (4), the
disparity value dx and depth value zx are inverse ratio.
Therefore, the foreground region is with a higher λ value
and we need the other view background region to fill the
holes. Through the values of λl and λr, the left-occlusion and
the right-occlusion would be determined. In other words, if
λl < λr, the correspondence of vr is invalid. The interpolated
pixel is taken as

Hl(x0, y0) = vl(x0 − θl(x0) +Argmin
x∈P

|x− x0|+ αdl, y0)

(13)
Similarly, if λl > λr, the correspondence of vl is invalid.

The interpolated pixel is

Hr(x0, y0) = vr(−x0+θr(x0)+Argmin
x∈P

|x− x0|−(1−α)dr, y0)

(14)
In (13) and (14), θl(x0) and θr(x0) are the horizontal axis

integer point in virtual view of the first neighbor of left hole
region border and right hole region border respectively. Fi-
nally, the holes caused by occlusions are filled by this method.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a sim-
ulation is done on data set [9]: “Teddy” (450× 375), “Barn1”
(432×381), “Barn2” (430×381), “Bull” (433×381), “Poster”
(435×383), “Sawtooth” (434×380) and “Venus” (434×383).
Compared with the recent method [8] in Fig. 5, the quality of
intermediate views can be improved by 1.3 dB on average.



Table 1 shows the execution time in SIVBE and VSRS. Sam-
ples of the synthesized images are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. View interpolation results about PSNR

Table 1. View Interpolation Execution Time(ms)
Index Teddy Barn2 Bull Poster Venus

SIVBE 94.0 93.0 94.0 78.0 94.0
VSRS 188.0 172.0 188.0 187.0 172.0
Ratio 50.00% 54.07% 50.00% 41.71% 54.65%

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a simple and effective intermediate view synthe-
sis method based on edge detecting is proposed. And the pro-
posed method SIVBE can be used to alleviate artifacts in the
rendering image. Compared with the current technique in the
General mode of MPEG view synthesis reference software
(VSRS), SIVBE has a low computational complexity. From
the experimental results, the proposed SIVBE technique saves
as much as 50% computation complexity for view synthesis
with even better visual quality than previous works. In the
future the SIVBE technique will be further studied for per-
forming in a real-time communication services.
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